
Member Affairs Committee (MAC) Minutes 6/4/18 (delayed May meeting date) 
 
Present: Karen Folger, Alexander McIntyre, Margaret Gerard, Jo Ana McNerthney, David Keeler, Nathan 
Chapman, Ryan Peters, Seth Mangold, Amanda Grelock, Karl Meyer, Jean Rogers, Kris Buettner 
Absent: Evan Rogers, Adrienne Renz 
 
Announcements: Amanda attended the Consumer Cooperative Management Association (CCMA) conference 
and was inspired by the efforts of other co-ops to increase inclusive practices and diversity. Ryan also attended 
CCMA and was energized by the presentations and folks he met. Alex has been hired to help with Western 
Washington University’s (WWU) Real Food Challenge event on Labor Day weekend.   

 
 Consent Agenda:  
Monitoring Reports  
P4.9-4.16: No comments. 
P7: A question arose about the percentages for the various donation categories in the pie chart of the GM 
monitoring report on donations. The Co-op website has information on the various donation opportunities for 
community groups. The donation program is broken into Board programs (Community Shopping Day grants and 
MAC grants); and donations administered by Operations (Farm Fund grants, smaller donations & gift certificates, 
the scrip program for schools, and Co-op sponsorships). 
MAC minutes: No comments. 
Board summary: No comments. 
Decision:  Approved by consensus. 
To-do: Jean – put a review of the full Co-op donation and sponsorship programs on a future MAC agenda. 
 
2019 Community Shopping Day (CSD) application, process and outreach:  The group discussed the criteria and 
priorities for the CSD program, focusing on an inclusive, accessible process.  
Considerations: 

 Outreach adds groups to the CSD outreach list every year, including groups who apply for MAC grants.    

 We receive a high volume of applications, and MAC could extend the length of time before a CSD recipient 
can re-apply (currently a one-year wait period).  

 Groups are extremely appreciative of the grants and are excited for the opportunity. 

 A CSD award can have more impact for a smaller group than for a larger, well-funded organization. Let’s 
Move Blaine was thrilled to receive a CSD – it was big news. 

 The Board is working on adding a seventh goal to the Strategic Plan, but it will be finalized after the CSD 
application deadline (July 1 – September 1). 

 Outreach is updating the online CSD application process for 2019 to make it easier and more stream-lined. 
Suggestions: 

 Provide Co-op gift cards as part of the award for projects that include the purchase of food for CSD and MAC 
grants.   

 The gift cards could work for MAC grants but the accounting would be problematic for CSD grants. 

 Offer CSD recipients the opportunity to use gift cards for bulk purchases with an additional discount (add 
this to question #3 on the CSD application). 

 Prioritize smaller community groups for CSD awards.   

 Set a cap on the budget for groups applying for a CSD award.  

 Do not change the criteria that stipulate how grant money is spent – MAC needs to have more discussion 
about the gift card idea before making a decision. 

 Add all groups who apply for donations or sponsorships to the CSD outreach list. 

 Keep an eye out for new or current groups that are a good fit for the program. Relay the information to Kris, 
Karl or Jean for the CSD outreach list.  

Proposal: MAC proposes the following changes to the CSD application: 

 Add language noting that we prioritize small organizations where a CSD would make a great impact. 

 Add the 7th strategic goal (Diversity and Inclusion), noting that it is still a draft (pending Board approval). 



 Change the time limit for re-applying for a CSD from every other year to every two years before re-applying. 

 Ask for more detail about food plans and budget. 
Decision: Approved by consensus.  
Proposal: To update Policy P7.3 to reflect the current CSD categories (Food and Sustainable Agriculture, Social 
Justice, Peace and Human Rights, Cooperative Development, Community Development, Education, Ecological 
Issues, Health and Well Being, Other). 
Decision: Approved by consensus. 
 
MAC Grant Request – Black Lives Matter Bellingham: Amanda provided more details about the grant request. 
The celebration is for the abolishment of slavery in 1898; and is more frequently celebrated in the Southern 
states. It is a historical black holiday with music, speeches, and food. The grant application is to establish this 
annual holiday locally. The event will be held at Maritime Heritage Park on June 19, sponsored by Black Lives 
Matter and supported by Community to Community (C2C). This event is an opportunity to learn how to join in 
celebrations for this holiday and express our solidarity.  
Proposal: To approve a MAC grant for the Juneteenth event. Decision:  Approved by consensus. 
 
Customer Comment Review: Customer comments have increased. The person responsible for responding to 
some of the product comments was out on medical leave resulting in the majority of 74 unanswered comments. 
The group discussed the importance of ensuring more thorough oversight of customer comments and how to 
more effectively identify trends in the customer comment review.   
Considerations: 

 It is difficult to find trends or patterns in the comments. 

 The work to bring the report to MAC is very much appreciated. 

 Consider the specific numbers available in this data and how to identify key performance indicators. 

 Complaints from community members aren’t typically conceptual questions. 

 It might help to have a yes/no satisfaction question. Consider using the “Net promoters score”.  

 Some MAC members have experienced delays in receiving a reply to their comments. 

 MAC helped develop the current review format and can keep improving the effectiveness of the report.  
Suggestions: 

 Separate or rank the comments by using the strategic goals as a qualifier or lens.  

 MAC could review a larger sample of operational comments and responses online. 

 Consider ways to identify anecdotal comments, trends, and topics for MAC to review.    

 It would be helpful to review responses to customer comments, and to identify the root cause of issues. 

 Consider pathways to engage MAC more in the comment report process.   
To-do’s:  
David – Review the comments and responses and share recommendations at an upcoming MAC meeting. 
Adrienne/Seth – Review the internal comment response process with MAC.  
 

MAC Grant Project:  The group agreed they are committed to the process of making changes to the program, 
but need more time to define the specifics. MAC is committed to the “vehicle for social change” theme for the 
grant program. The group will review and discuss the topic at an upcoming meeting.    
Suggestion:   Provide opportunities for small groups who haven’t developed funding sources and really need the 
support to work toward their mission. 
To-do:  
Jean – Add the grant program to a future MAC agenda. Email MAC the spring retreat minutes about the MAC 
grants. Add the Durham Co-op’s CCMA presentation to a future MAC meeting. 
Amanda – Share slides and a report on CCMA with MAC.  
 
Closing:  It was an excellent meeting due to the honest discussion of the group. Committee members 
appreciated being able to express different opinions, and the sharing of expert advice and ideas.   
 
Next MAC meeting: Wednesday, June 27, at 5:30 pm in the Connections Building Classroom  


